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T12-B01
Sterling
hinged cuff
bracelet with
black
freshwater
pearls.

T14-B02
Tahitian pearl
bracelet with 18K
leaf toggle
$3000

SOLD
T12-B03
Sterling
samara seed
bracelet with
black
freshwater
button pearls.
$850

T12-B04
18K orchid bracelet
with Tahitian
chocolate pearls.
$2800

T14-B05

Sterling samara seeds with 14K stems accented with freshwater black pearls.
$1600

T14-B06
18K, 14K, and Sterling ivy leaf bracelet with 1.6 carat total weight Spinels.
$4600.
B17-01
Multi variety
freshwater pearl
bracelet with 14K
floral clasp with
mave colored
pearl center.

SOLD
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T12-P01
14K angel pin w/ blue tourmaline
flowers, 3 Paraiba tourmaline, 1 blue
tourmaline, cultured pearls.
$5000

T14-P04
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T12-P03
14K pin with carved 19 ct. Lightning
T12-P02
Ridge black opal leaf, four graduated
14K /18K double acorn pin with yellow sapphires, and .02 ct. diamond,
South Sea pearls, a druzy leaf, and a 2.75 ct. blue/green tourmaline.
and 0.25 ct. total weight
SOLD
diamonds.
$4500.

T12-P05

Pin with sterling leaves, carved
Palladium Dream Fairy with 22.50 ct.
gemstone flower, faceted prehnite,
carved Ethiopian opal, 18K woven
dyed freshwater pearls.
tutu, diamond accents, opal beads,
carved Oregon sunstone bouquet.
$900.
$12000.

T05-P01
18K Pin/Pendant with carved
Australian opal with freshwater
pearls.

SOLD
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T12-R01
18K yellow Tahitian pearl
in ivy mounting.

T12-R04

$1800.

Ring with 18K leaves and a
0.10 ct. diamond.

T16-R17
18K ivy leaf ring.

$2000.

$1900.

T14-R11
14K double calla lily ring with
.012 ct. diamonds.

SOLD

T15-R15
T13-N13
T14-R12
T14-R14
18 K ring with 2.18 ct. kunzite
14K double call lily ring Sterling and 14 K ring with Sterling and 14K ring with and Australian opals.
with pearls and .25 ct. Australian black opal and star ruby and rhodolite
$3600.
turquoise.
ruby.
garnets.
$800.
$800.
$750.

T18-R01
14k and 18K ring with .75 ct.
brown diamond, South Sea
Pearls and spinel accents.
$4000.

T18-R02
18K ruffle ring.
$1900.

